The Sapphire Widow
By Dinah Jeffries
FIC JEF
Susan’s Pick
After her husband’s death, Louisa must solve a mystery
he left at Cinnamon Hills Plantation and finds herself
drawn towards Leo, a man with a checkered past. The
plantation casts a spell, and when Elliot's shocking
betrayal is revealed, Louisa has only Leo to turn to.
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Excavation
By James Rollins
FIC ROL
Allison’s Pick
In the Andes, Henry discovers a mummy that should not
be there. In South America, Sam, finds a remarkable site
nestled in a place hidden from human eyes. Where the
perilous journey ends something is waiting. A thing
created by Man, yet not humanly possible.
Night Moves
By Jonathan Kellerman
FIC KEL
Loretta’s Pick
LAPD detective Milo Sturgis teams with psychologist
Alex Delaware to learn why the disfigured corpse of a
stranger appeared in an upscale L.A. family’s home. Is
their creepy neighbor—a cartoonist with a warped
sense of humor and an antisocial attitude involved?
The Dry
By Jane Harper
FIC HAR
Kristen’s Pick
Agent Aaron Falk returns to his home to attend the
funeral of his best friend, Luke. Twenty years ago when
Falk was accused of murder, Luke was his alibi claiming
they had been together at the time of the crime. But
one person knows they didn’t tell the truth back then.
Brain On Fire: My Month of Madness
By Susannah Cahalan
616.832 CAL
Hilda’s Pick
Susannah Cahalan woke up in a hospital room, strapped
to her bed, unable to move or speak, with no memory
of how she’d gotten there. Days earlier, she had been
on the threshold of a new, adult life. Now she was
labeled violent, psychotic, a flight risk. What happened?
Theft By Finding
By David Sedaris
814.54 SED
Lori’s Pick
Sedaris ‘diary records overheard comments, salacious
gossip, and secrets confided by total strangers. He has a
sharp eye and ear for the bizarre, the beautiful, and the
uncomfortable, and with a generosity of spirit that even
a misanthropic sense of humor can't fully disguise.
Furiously Happy
By Jenny Lawson
BIOG LAW
Alice’s Pick
Lawson examines her experience with depression and
explains how it has led her to live life to the fullest in
this memoir tinged with humor and a bit of tragedy.
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You
By Caroline Kepnes

FIC KEP

Lori’s Pick

When Beck strides into Joe Goldberg’s bookstore, he
does what anyone would do: he Googles the name on
her credit card, obsessively takes control of
her life, and orchestrates a series of events to ensure
she finds herself in his waiting arms.
How To Walk Away
By Katherine Center
FIC CEN
Annettes’s Pick
Suddenly, everything Maggie worked for is taken away
in a brief, tumultuous moment and she is forced to
confront the unthinkable. Her fiancé, Chip, wallows in
self-pity and her sister Kit, shows up after a three-year
vanishing act. Finally, there's Ian, her physical therapist,
the one who won't let her give in to her pity, and who
sees her like no one has seen her before.
Still Me
By JoJo Moyes
FIC MOY
Pat Rs Pick
Louisa arrives in NYC ready to start a new life, confident
that she can embrace this adventure and keep her
relationship with Sam alive across several thousand
miles. As she begins to mix in New York high society,
Lou meets Joshua Ryan, a man who brings with him a
whisper of her past. Before long, Lou finds herself torn.
The Death of Mrs. Westaway
By Ruth Ware
FIC WAR
Kristen’s Pick
Hal receives a mysterious letter bequeathing her a
substantial inheritance. She realizes very quickly that
the letter was sent to the wrong person. Soon, Hal finds
herself at the funeral of the deceased…where it dawns
on her that there is something very, very wrong about
this strange situation and the inheritance at the center
of it.

City of Dark Magic
By Magnus Flyte
FIC FLY
Annie’s Pick
Once a city of enormous wealth and culture, Prague was
home to emperors, alchemists, astronomers, and, as it’s
whispered, hell portals. When music student Sarah
Weston lands a summer job at Prague Castle cataloging
Beethoven’s manuscripts, she has no idea how
dangerous her life is about to become.
Something In the Water
By Catherine Steadman
FIC STE
Dot’s Pick
Erin is a documentary filmmaker on the brink of a
breakthrough, Mark an investment banker with big
plans. They embark on a dream honeymoon to Bora
Bora where, scuba diving in the crystal blue sea, they
find something in the water. . . .Suddenly they must
make a choice: to speak out or to protect their secret.
The Long Road Home
By Martha Raddatz
Non-Fic
Alison’s Pick
The First Cavalry Division came under attack in Bagdad
in April, 2004. Seven thousand miles away, families
awaited news for 48 hellish hours. This unflinching
account, tells the story of that horrific day through the
eyes of the courageous men and women who lived it.
My Glory Was I Had Such Friends
By Amy Silverstein
BIO SIL
Hilda’s Pick
Twenty-six years after receiving her heart transplant,
Amy ’s donor heart fails. A shot at survival meant
uprooting her life and moving across the country to
California. When her friends heard of her plans, there
was only one reaction: “I’m there.” Nine remarkable
women——put demanding jobs and pressing family
obligations on hold to fly across the country and be by
Amy’s side.
Before and Again
By Barbara Delinsky
FIC DEL
Pat Rs Pick
Mackenzie Cooper took her eyes off the road for just a
moment but the resulting collision was enough to rob
her not only of her beloved daughter but ultimately of
her marriage, family, and friends―and thanks to the
nonstop media coverage, even her privacy.
The Other Woman
By Sandie Jones
FIC JON
Dot’s Pick
Adam adores Emily. Emily thinks Adam's perfect, the
man she thought she'd never meet. Lurking in the
shadows is a rival his mother Pammie. There's nothing a
mother wouldn't do for her son, and now Emily is about
to find out just how far Pammie will go to get what she
wants: Emily gone forever.

The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo
By Steig Larsson
FIC LAR
Dana’s Pick
Harriet Vanger, disappeared over forty years ago and
her uncle continues to seek the truth. He hires Mikael
Blomkvist, a crusading journalist
to investigate. He is aided by the pierced and tattooed
punk prodigy Lisbeth Salander. Together they tap into a
vein of unfathomable iniquity and corruption.
Clock Dance
By Anne Tyler
FIC TYL
Susan’s Pick
Willa receives a phone call from a stranger. Without
understanding why, she flies across the country to look
after a young woman she's never met. This impulsive
decision will lead Willa into uncharted territory-surrounded by eccentric neighbors who treat each
other like family.
Homer & Langley
By E.L. Doctrow
FIC DOC
Loretta’s Pick
Homer and Langley are brothers. They live as recluses in
their once grand Fifth Avenue mansion, scavenging the
city streets for things they think they can use, hoarding
the daily newspapers as research for Langley’s proposed
newspaper. Their lives are fraught with peril as they
struggle to survive and create meaning for themselves.
The Art of Racing In the Rain
By Garth Stein
FIC STE
Pat Gs Pick
Enzo knows he is different from other dogs: a
philosopher with a nearly human soul (and an obsession
with opposable thumbs), he has educated himself by
watching television and by listening to the words of his
master, Denny, an up-and-coming race car driver.
The Guernsey Literary & Potato Peel Pie Society
By Mary Ann Shaffer FIC SHA
Pat Gs Pick
As Juliet and her new friends exchange letters, she is
drawn into the wonderfully eccentric world of The
Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society, born as a
spur-of-the-moment alibi when its members were
discovered breaking curfew by the Germans occupying
their island.
Then She Was Gone
By Lisa Jewell FIC JEW
Annette’s/Annie’s Pick
Ellie Mack was the perfect daughter, and then she was
gone. Ten years later, her mother is trying to put her life
back together. When she meets a charming man in a
café, she is surprised at how quickly something deeper
develops. Meeting Floyd’s daughter Poppy, takes

Laurel’s breath away. Because looking at Poppy is like
looking at Ellie.

